
INDEPENDENT TESTING,
CERTIFICATION AND
ASSESSMENT SERVICES

For over 30 years, Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) has 
delivered high-quality land-based, lottery and iGaming testing 
and assessment services to more than 480 jurisdictions located on 
six continents. We are dedicated to helping regulators ensure the 
integrity of the gaming industry. Suppliers have come to rely on us to 
thoroughly test, inspect, and certify gaming devices and systems.

You take your business seriously, and so do we. We take the time to 
understand what you really need so we can provide the value and 
quality necessary to reduce your risk. Leave nothing to chance when 
it comes to your business’s success. 
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In 1989, GLI began testing Video Lottery Terminal (VLT) devices 
and central control systems for many lottery/racing jurisdictions in 
the United States and Canada. Since then, we have continued to 
test VLTs, online lottery systems, Random-Number Generator (RNG) 
software, state and provincial “lotto” games, and Automated 
Drawing Machine (ADM) systems and software for lottery and 
racing organizations across the world. 

To best serve our clients, we have assembled the most 
experienced team possible, comprised of over 1,300 professionals 
ready to serve you. We have separate, dedicated teams of 
mathematicians and electrical engineers to perform thorough 
and independent testing. Our professionals have years of 
experience testing and certifying every type of electronic gaming 
equipment and technology, including (but not limited to):

• Amusement with Prizes (AWP)
• Bingo/Keno
• Bonusing
• Casino Management Systems
• Bingo - Charitable / Class II  / Class III
• Electronic Bingo Systems
• iGaming
• Lottery Gaming
• Mobile/Wireless Gaming
• Networked (Server-based) Gaming
• Pari-mutuel
• Peripherals
• Slot Devices and Systems
• VLTs

Beyond testing, our consulting staff is also prepared to help with 
complex issues, such as:

• Rule Writing
• Annual Rule and Regulation Review
• New Technology Consultation
• Development of Test Standards
• Development of Auditing Procedures for Accounting and 

Security Plans

A Global Resource 
for Constant 
Learning and 
Constant Change
We understand that in the gaming industry, 
the only constant is change. That’s why we 
created world-renowned GLI University® 
to help regulators keep as up-to-date as 
possible on new technologies. We also help 
new regulators understand the testing process 
and how accurate, thorough testing benefits 
their jurisdictions. We offer training on various 
topics, including:

• Cashless Technologies
• Class II Gaming Systems
• Client Server Systems
• Forensics Procedures
• iGaming
• Kiosk Technology
• Math
• Online Accounting Systems
• Network Risk Assessments
• Progressive Systems
• Promotional/Bonusing
• Slots
• Wireless Technologies

We can also create training specific to your 
jurisdictional needs. Our experts are here to 
help you. 

GLI’s core purpose is to be the trusted global 
compliance and quality expert relied upon by 
our clients – delivering world-class customer 
service and value that is unmatched.

Thorough, Independent 
Testing and Certification
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